
specialist slate suppliers

 

natural slate

The Calidad range from JRC offers pleasing
aesthetics as well as un-matched functionality.
Sourced exclusively from the renowned slate
quarries of Spain, this range is brought to you
proudly by JRC. We supply only to roofing slate
merchants, and our increased control over
availability translates into increased availability
for our chosen partners.

We take great pains to ensure the quality of all the slate that we supply. All our slates are
tested rigorously to British and European Standard BS EN 12326. We're proud of the fact
that all our Calidad slate achieves the highest classification possible under that Standard,
and are all A1, S1 and T1.

Calidad slates are exceptionally versatile, and can perform admirably in any setting. These
slates are highly weather-resistant, which makes them ideally suited to the UK market.
They are also fire and pollution resistant, so they perform much better in conditions such
as acid rain than other roofing products, offering architects and specifiers greater peace of
mind.
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About

Calidad  slates will 
perform year after year

Our Calidad slate is also highly environmentally-
friendly. Our natural roofing slate goes through
almost no processing, unlike man-made fibre cement
and concrete tiles, and as a consequence it has a
much smaller carbon footprint. These green
credentials offer great peace of mind all our stockists.

We're not the only ones confident in the quality of our slate – with a quarry-backed
guarantee across our Calidad range, all our merchant partners can rest assured that
they've purchased a top-notch product. When fitted in accordance with BS 5534, these
slates will perform year after year. These slates are exceptionally easy to sort and grade,
as they are selected for their flat, even qualities. This makes for an easier job for installers,
adding value to the slate offered by our stockists.
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